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The Kasama Potters project brings together thirty-two free-spirited
Japanese potters for London Design Festival

Pieces by Tatsushi Nemoto and Shungo Nemoto

For London Design Festival 2022, the Kasama Potters project will return to Islington Square
(17th-25th September 2022). Bringing together thirty-two Japanese ceramicists from the city of
Kasama, the showcase will celebrate the 250-year anniversary of Kasama ware. Visitors will have the
rare chance to purchase limited pieces by each potter whilst discovering the history of the region’s
myriad of ceramic techniques including the launch of Kasama Choseki (Kasama Glaze) a new glazing
technique unique to the region.

Shuji Haneishi and Osamu Tsutsui’s studio



Around sixty miles from Tokyo, the city of Kasama is home to a flourishing community of potters,
both established and up-and-coming. Unlike many of Japan’s well-known pottery regions, Kasama
has relatively few long-established ceramic-making traditions or techniques. Its post-war identity is
instead founded on attracting, and providing an environment to, individual ceramicists. Creating a
community, they reflect modern Kasama ware. This is characterised by a keen sense of
self-expression and individual choice.

Pieces by Shuji Haneishi, Osamu Tsutsui and Kenji Tayamai

The project’s aim is to promote and showcase the work of this unique pottery region, with its
numerous ceramic styles. The quality and strength of Kasama’s clay fosters a close connection
between the potter and the region. When producing works, Kasama’s potters have the freedom to
follow and express their own aesthetic values. This freedom of expression is important for selecting
forms, techniques, and glaze motifs.

Awarded Monocle magazine’s Best in Craft in 2021, the Kasama Potters project this autumn in
London will once again display some of the ceramic highlights found within their community.

Kasama Potters Showcase
Unit 2.2 Islington Square, 116 Upper Street, London, N1 1AB, London
Dates: 17-25 September 2022
Opening times: Tue-Sun 11am-6pm
kasamapotters.com
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About the Kasama Potters Project
Around sixty miles from Tokyo, the city of Kasama is home to a flourishing community of potters,
both young and old. Unlike many other pottery regions in Japan, Kasama has relatively few
long-established ceramic-making traditions or techniques. Rather, Kasama’s potters are part of a
new wave of individual ceramicists, free to express their own ideas and intentions.

In collaboration with the Kasama Pottery Association, and stakeholders in both local and central
government, the Kasama Potters project brings together thirty-four of the city of Kasama’s
ceramicists. The project’s aim is to promote and showcase Kasama ware, and its eclectic mix of
ceramic styles.

Kasamapotters.com | @kasamapotters | #kasamapotters

Full List of Kasama Potters taking part in the project:
Akiko Ozutsumi; Akio Nukaga; Aya Kondo; Giran Sagawa; Hideki Inoue; Hiroshi Kikuchi; Hiroshi
Ōtsu; Hiroyuki Ōnuki; Ken Shōji; Kenichiro Inoue; Kenji Tayama; Kinya & Masako Furukawa; Kōichi
Iinuma; Kōji Masubuchi; Mamoru Teramoto; Masafumi Kawamatsu; Michitaka Fukuno; Mishio Suzuki;
Miyuki Machida; Monika Furuya; Osamu Tsutsui; Rieko Yura; Shinya Take; Shūji Haneishi; Shungo
Nemoto; Takahiro Manome; Takuya Maruyama; Tatsushi Nemoto; Tetsuo Kobayashi; Tomoka
Nomura; Yukihito Nakata; Yukikatsu Isobe.
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